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About This Video

Having completely exhausted the natural resources of the planet without having found suitable and practical solutions, various
world leaders decided to construct many automated, underground mega-complexes of “artificial sleep and life support” near the

largest civilian centers.

To preserve exhausted resources of the planet, millions of individuals were placed inside these systems and put into a state of
artificial sleep for an indefinite amount of time.

The planet, shrouded in a never-ending slumber, now finds itself in the pathway of a wandering, interplanetary creature, whose
emergency stopping brings an impenetrable stillness to the world.

The Xonasu, a One of such complexes, was torn apart by sharp, blazing fragments of multiple meteors. The area around the
Xonasu faltered - a wave of interruptions and failures rapidly swept through the heart of its systems ... and one of the errors,

accidentally launched the sequence, to awake the Supreme Operator of Xonasu.

A little later - all became quiet and still.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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I've played several hours of this new DLC and lets just say its better than 99% of the AAA game dlc packs.

Get it now!!. Entertaining, nice to revisit lost wages. However, puzzle design is kind of hit and miss, some optimization could
have helped there. Really reminds me of Randall's day off.. Poor mans warcraft 3.. How to change ingame voice LANGUAGE:
If you still own LOTR 2 copy, you can copy all *.wave files from your CD-ROM dictionary
SIERRA\Lords2\WAV
to your steam installation folder
Steam\SteamApps\common\Lords of the Realm II\English\Lords of the Realm II

I changed ingame voice language from english to german. Worked fine for me.

I played this game 20 years ago. Even today in 2015 I still own original CD-rom and expansion pack.. This is a great game
supported by fantastic developers. Most studios would be charging out the wazoo for DLC packages instead of providing loads
of new content 100% free of charge. I cannot speak highly enough about either the quality of the game, or the dedication of the
developers. There's also a dedicated mod community offering every submarine you could every want to play. Five stars!. A great
action Vn. if you don't mind/enjoy dark settings and like action stuff i defintly recomend you grab this one!
Should note my time played is far higher than time it takes to read this VN as i left the game open several times while doing
other stuff.
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Really interesting and original physics puzzler platformer. There's a lot of fun and difficulty that comes from having to use the
environment to generate propulsion.. Played it years ago when it was new. Enjoyable experience once through, not too sure
about the replay value on it. Tutorial explains things reasonably well.

Has so far proven to be somewhat unstable on winblows 7 though. Still works well enough, but it's prone to crashing more often
than I'd like. Frequent saves rrecommended.. I bought this because it was a puzzle game and wanted something a little different.

Playing it I was unsure what to expect. Some indie titles at times add zombies following the age old notion of,
"if you want to make a game cooler and hip add Zombies!"

So it is with alot of surprise that i wish to say the use of them in this game is absolutely brilliant. The game looks to be a typical
Unity style build (I could be wrong on that developer i would hope would let me know). The graphics are pretty clean and by
default it first launched in a window mode.

However, that is not really a negative for this game. Its easily playable and the fact that the zombies will attack your people
when they stand to long in a single place means you need a little strategy as you move to defeat them or the horde just continues
to grow.

This is an extremely good Puzzle Game and my one complaint is that I do not have it on my iPhone 6.

With the price cuts and sales I would recommend to everyone...
Buy this game!. The basic premise is that you're trying to escape some mines where you were imprisoned. You have to outwit
guards, turrets and more, while finding tools like flashlights, bombs and keycards. Multiple challenges per level add to the
challenge and longevity. This is a great action puzzle game.. Review after 1st season:
New way how to approach an interactive movie / video / game. A fresh new game mechanic of choosing your own way.
Using other words - two hours of exciting and time to time serious fun, worth it.. Memories of a vagabond

What a game, what a game!

I am so happy I did NOT paid for this game!

Ok, Steam gave me 3 trade cards for it, but still....

Memories of a vagabond begins with you as a hero who has to safe his little girl.
She has been caught by some ♥♥♥♥♥♥ who doesn't have anything better to do then to abduct your girl and let you chase him.

You have to choose out of 3 classes (we have never saw that 1 before), and when you die, you will meet Mr. Grimm reaper and
he will give you another body (or you want to be stucked with the class you have chosen, it is up to you).

Gameplay is easy: by keyboard or X-box controller (watch out, the buttons are very different compare with Skyrim or other
games!).
The graphics reminds me of the old days of Final Fantasy, the music fits with the ambiance of this simple game, the story is fun,
but it is so damned short!

WHY O WHY only 3 quests?

God may know why...

Anyway, after 4 hours I have finished the game and I can say, I enjoyed it.

Graphics: 7/10
Sound and music: 7/10
Storyline: 4/10 (it is too short come on peepz come one!)
Total verdict: yeah, thumps up 7/10!. Horrible Port.
The font looks like they didn't even try.
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And how the hell can you not give the game controller support? It's an xbla game... *sigh*. Akane has already become a easy go
to game for me. Its a super easy game to try to grind out a couple wins in on a break or before work but also really easy to zen
out in for longer periods of time. The moments when you feel like you are effortlessly transitioning between slashes, shots,
dashes and adrenline feel so crisp and cool. Its the first thing to scratch my Hotline Miami itch in a while.. Orborun... is not a
good game. The core principle of the game is: the first few levels are pretty good, with some decent controls and fun levels with
some challenge to them. However, after the first stage, the game simply devolves into levels that are just too advanced for the
mechanics to facilitate them. I only played an hour and yet I collected a laundrylist of issues:

First, we have the camera. It's probably the biggest problem: The FOV is too tight and at any given moment, the camera just
isn't pointing where you would want it to point. Instead, it simply points to the Orb. As a result, you simply can't see where
you're going as soon as you start going off the ground even a little bit. Let's say you hit a jump pad; that means that your camera
jerks upwards after the Orb, meaning that it's pointing towards the sky until you're starting to descend again. This
would've been fine, if it wasn't for the fact that you're often supposed to steer your orb sharply in the air in order to hit
the right platform, which you don't know until you've already missed it. Even when you do know where to go (by trial
and error), the game often has platforms that you're supposed to hit at a very specific angle, which becomes infuriating
when you don't actually see anything until the last couple of seconds before you actually hit it. It's one of the worst
cameras I've seen in a game, including the fixed cameras of old.

On top of this, we have the level design. It's filled with sharp angles, holes and loops which the game's mechanics just
are not ready for. It doesn't feel at all consistent: you hit a wall, and sometimes you bounce off it, sometimes you get
completely reset. You speed off a corner in order to try to get to another platform, and sometimes it does it, sometimes
you don't seem to have enough speed for no apparent reason. There is also no direction, no track to follow except for
some left by coins, but even then the coin trails can leave you straight to an edge that you were supposed to avoid by
"skidding" past it, and yet the camera doesn't allow you to do that properly... The colorcoding is also weird, where you
get told in the tutorial to avoid red walls, but then it introduces a red "lightswitch" that you have to hit in order to get
through the level. There are other, minor issues, like how jump pads are directional, but there is nothing on them to
actually show you where it's going beforehand; how loops are sometimes supposed to be shallow and sometimes sharp,
with no way to discern that beforehand (or keep yourself at the right angle consistently, since the bloody camera is so
bad); how moving platforms move at different speeds, making the right "path" inconsistent; and so on.

Basically, the level design relies on trial and error a lot, in all the wrong ways. It's not difficult to the point of you
needing to do it over and over again, which can be really fun since you overcome a challenge and perfect your
gameplay. Instead, it's simply unfair and seemingly random, where you have to grind levels not to get better, but to just
"get through them". It's just annoying.

Those are the biggest problems, but there are others, not-so-minor ones: the checkpoint system is really bad, as it
checkpoints you based on where you were when going past a certain point, meaning that you can be checkpointed while
falling to your doom. The way the controls handle loops or hills is also just... strange, as you have to "fight" the hill
(meaning that if there is a hill to your left that you have to get on top of, you have to the left directional button really
hard in order to get up it) but when you get on top, you need to compensate with the opposite button, since the levels
have really thin platforms. This also means that in a loop-de-loop that goes left-right, you also have to press left and
then switch to right in the middle of the loop, but at the end of the loop you also have to compensate or go veering off to
the right. It's just extremely clunky. This is not a huge problem by itself, but in combination with the harsh level design
and the horrific camera, it becomes a big problem, since every wrong move gets punished so incredibly hard.

Given that there is no story or really anything that actually drives you forward in Orborun, I can make very clear that I
quit this game long before finishing it. It simply has nothing to offer to anyone except a speedrunner, and for
speedrunners, there is the issue of lackluster mechanics. The game simply sets out to do one thing and do it well... and
it fails to do so. Somehow, while being a very simple game, it manages to be too ambitious for its own good. Best to
avoid this one.. Can't even exit the game with a controller...have to get my keyboard out again and quit out before I
attempt to play this "for the cards". Not worth it. Felt like a project of a game with a concept but no execution of
cohesivness.
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